
Keep those cars moving at the Downtown Hotel! 
  
At the Downtown Hotel, if you are asked by the motor court attendant to move your vehicle along or 
park downstairs because we have too many vehicles waiting - DO NOT PARK a car while in the middle of 
a shift. We want to avoid the time consuming practice of parking the car underground and the added 
expense of paying parking fees. 
 
So what do you do? 
 
Either ask the lot attendant (in Hilton uniform / name tag) to come in to lobby to speak to the volunteer 
hotel dispatcher. If the lot is too congested, drive into the garage, but instead of veering right to enter 
the parking garage, veer left toward the exit to Adelaide Street.  From here, make an immediate left to 
go eastbound to York Street, turn onto York Street, then find a safe spot to stop curbside on York Street 
for a 1-2 minutes before going back to the Toronto Hilton off Richmond Street. 
  
Lastly, if you must park your vehicle underground at the Toronto Hilton as instructed by the volunteer 
hotel dispatcher, let’s all park in the same place so that the poor driver retrieving the vehicle next 
doesn’t have to go on a wild goose chase, or a hunt to find the car.  Park in Level 3 of the Hilton Hotel as 
denoted by parking signs, and not 181 University.   
 
For a pictorial description of the sign, see the following. 
  

 
  

We appreciate the difficulties getting cars to the downtown hotel particularly in the mornings. Sadly, 
this is function of traffic getting downtown regardless of any of the routes taken. 
 
Lastly, if you do not have a passenger in your vehicle and you see that the lot is very difficult to get 
into feel free to make a loop of the block to allow the congestion to clear, of course, only do this if you 
see other Rogers Cup cars in the lot. If not, we might be waiting for you! 
 
 

 


